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[1] Sequences of earthquakes are commonly represented as a succession of periods of
interseismic stress accumulation followed by coseismic and postseismic phases of stress
release. Because the recurrence time of large earthquakes is often greater than the
available span of space geodetic data, it has been challenging to monitor the evolution of
interseismic loading in its entire duration. Here we analyze large data sets of surface
deformation at different key episodes around the Cholame, Parkﬁeld and creeping
segments of the San Andreas Fault that show evidence of signiﬁcant deceleration of fault
slip during the interseismic period. We compare the average fault slip rates before and
after the 2004 Mw 6 Parkﬁeld earthquake, in the 1986–2004 and 2006–2012 periods,
respectively, avoiding 2 years of postseismic deformation after 2004. Using a
combination of GPS data from the Plate Boundary Observatory, the Southern California
Earthquake Center Crustal Motion Map and the Bay Area Velocity Uniﬁcation networks
and interferometric synthetic aperture radar from the Advanced Land Observing Satellite
(ALOS) and Envisat satellites, we show that the area of coupling at the transition between
the Parkﬁeld and Cholame segments appears larger later in the interseismic period than it
does earlier on. While strong plate coupling is uniform across the Parkﬁeld and Cholame
segments in the 1986–2004 period, creep occurs south of the 2004 epicenter after 2006,
making segmentation of the San Andreas Fault south of Parkﬁeld more clearly apparent.
These observations indicate that analyses of surface deformation late in the earthquake
cycle may overestimate the area of plate coupling. A fault surface creeping much below
plate rate may in some case be a region that does not promote earthquake nucleation but
rather just be at a slower stage of its evolution. Our analysis also shows signs of large
variation of slip velocity above and below plate rate in the creeping segment indicating
that cycles of weakening and hardening can also be at play in dominantly
aseismic areas.
Citation: Barbot, S., P. Agram, and M. De Michele (2013), Change of apparent segmentation of the San Andreas fault
around Parkﬁeld from space geodetic observations across multiple periods, J. Geophys. Res. Solid Earth, 118, 6311–6327,
doi:10.1002/2013JB010442.
1. Introduction
[2] The Cholame, Parkﬁeld and creeping segments of the
San Andreas Fault (SAF) form the northern boundary of
the great M 7.9 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake and its poten-
tial foreshocks [Wood, 1955]. The Cholame segment was
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ruptured during the 1857 event [Sieh, 1978a], and there
is evidence of three similar earthquakes since 1000A.D.
[Young et al., 2002]. Offset of geological markers indicates a
late Holocene slip rate of 26.2+6.4/–4.3mm/yr near Parkﬁeld
[Toké et al., 2011] and 33.9˙2.9mm/yr near Wallace Creek
[Sieh and Jahns, 1984]. Since the last rupture, about 5m
of slip deﬁcit accumulated at crustal depths and Cholame
may soon be the host of another large devastating earthquake
[Wesnousky, 1986]. The Parkﬁeld segment is a transition
zone between the locked Cholame segment and the creeping
section to the northwest and is the site of at least six Mw  6
earthquakes since 1857 in 1881, 1901, 1922, 1934, 1966,
and 2004 [Bakun and McEvilly, 1984; Bakun and Lindh,
1985; Bakun et al., 2005]. Because of the short recurrence
time of the Mw 6 earthquakes, between 12 and 38 years,
Parkﬁeld is an ideal place to study earthquakes and test
the potential of their forecast [e.g., Roeloffs and Langbein,
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1994; Barbot et al., 2012]. The creeping segment, starting a
few kilometers north of the 1966 Mw 6 Parkﬁeld epicenter,
has had no earthquakes larger than Mw 4 in the past 65 years
and has been creeping at depth at a rate of 33mm/yr, based
on geodetic data in the 1969–1976 period [Thatcher, 1979;
Burford and Harsh, 1980].
[3] It is important to understand the mechanics of faulting
at this crucial location of the SAF to address both fundamen-
tal questions about earthquake physics and mitigate seismic
hazards, but many aspects of the kinematics of the SAF
remain unexplained.
[4] Shallow creep in the creeping section is higher but
in some places markedly slower than plate rate at greater
depths [Thatcher, 1979; Johanson and Bürgmann, 2005;
Rolandone et al., 2008; Ryder and Bürgmann, 2008]. The
implications of this shallow slip deﬁcit is not fully under-
stood and may be the result of a process of stress buildup
released in earthquakes [Toppozada et al., 2002], sponta-
neously nonsteady fault slip due to a particular friction
behavior in a manner similar to slow slip events of slow
earthquakes [e.g., Rogers and Dragert, 2003; Liu and Rice,
2005; Miyazaki et al., 2006; Ito et al., 2007] or transient
loading from earthquakes on neighboring segments [e.g.,
Ben-Zion et al., 1993].
[5] Paleoseismic studies indicate that the 1857 Fort Tejon
earthquake was preceded by two foreshocks in an area that
includes the Parkﬁeld and creeping segments [Sieh, 1978a,
1978b; Toppozada et al., 2002]. There is a possibility that the
foreshock activity includes events similar to the Mw 6 earth-
quake sequence at Parkﬁeld and that these earthquakes can
trigger a larger rupture along the Cholame and Carrizo seg-
ments. Because many Parkﬁeld earthquakes did not trigger
a larger event, the mechanics behind this scenario implies
a soft barrier between the Parkﬁeld and Cholame segments,
which would function as an efﬁcient arrest to rupture only
on occasion in history [e.g., Kaneko et al., 2010].
[6] Recently, Barbot et al. [2012] presented a physical
model of earthquakes at Parkﬁeld based on rate-and-state
friction that can explain many aspects of seismological and
geodetic observations. The model assumes that the seismo-
genic zone is delineated by persistent streaks of seismicity
and that the 1966 and 2004 events started at the northern and
southern boundaries of the seismogenic zone, respectively.
The southern end of the seismogenic zone is not fully
apparent from inversion of geodetic data before the 2004
earthquake [Segall and Du, 1993; Bakun et al., 2005;
Murray and Segall, 2005], and documenting the presence
of this potential boundary can have important implications
on the mechanics of the earthquake cycle at the Parkﬁeld
and Cholame segments. In particular, it is important to know
how the series of Mw 6 earthquakes at Parkﬁeld are arrested
and initiated at the southern end and what are the mechan-
ical properties of the boundary between the Cholame and
Parkﬁeld segments.
[7] To address these questions, we use geodetic data of
the interseismic period of the Parkﬁeld earthquake cycle
(Figure 1). We use average velocities of surface dis-
placement derived from analysis of continuous GPS times
series and interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR).
Many analyses of InSAR and GPS have been successful
at constraining slow interseismic deformation across faults
[Wright et al., 2004; Fialko, 2006; Cavalié et al., 2008;
Figure 1. Area of study, including the Cholame-Carrizo,
Parkﬁeld and creeping segments of the San Andreas Fault.
The 1966 and 2004 Parkﬁeld and the 2003 San Simeon
earthquakes are shown in green, red, and blue stars,
respectively. The local topography/bathymetry is shown
in grey proﬁles. The subset of continuous GPS stations
used in this study is contained in the black dashed box.
The footprints of the Envisat, European Remote-Sensing
Satellite (ERS), and ALOS interferograms used in the study
are indicated by the colored boxes.
Jolivet et al., 2008; Elliott et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2009;
Fay and Humphreys, 2005; Lundgren et al., 2009; Bell et al.,
2011; Lindsey and Fialko, 2013; Jolivet et al., 2012], and our
work extends studies focused on the northern termination of
the central SAF section [Rolandone et al., 2008; Ryder and
Bürgmann, 2008; Johanson and Bürgmann, 2010]. Because
the apparent interseismic velocity can change appreciably
during the interseismic cycle [e.g., Tse and Rice, 1986;
Lapusta et al., 2000; Barbot et al., 2012; Lapusta and
Barbot, 2012], we compare interseismic fault slip rates
before and after the 2004 Parkﬁeld earthquake. This allows
us to build a more complete picture of the range of possible
behavior in the interseismic period.
[8] The manuscript is organized as follows. In sections 2
and 3, we describe the processing of InSAR data and our
inversion method. In sections 4 and 5, we present the
fault slip rates in the 1986–2004 and 2006–2012 periods,
respectively. We discuss the implications for earthquake
mechanics in section 6.
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Table 1. Table of all SAR Data Used in This Manuscripta
Sensor Geometryb Track Frame NSAR NInSAR
Pre-earthquake (1992–2004)
ERS desc. 27 2871 43 47
ERS desc. 256 2889 41 80
ENVI asc. 435 711 5 6
Post earthquake (2006–2010)
ENVI desc. 27 2871 23 34
ERS desc. 256 2889 4 2
ENVI desc. 256 2889 11 20
ENVI asc. 435 711 22 66
ALOS asc. 220 710 16 83
ALOS asc. 219 700 16 59
aNSAR is the number of individual SAR images. NInSAR is the number of
independent interferograms.
bascending (asc.) and descending (desc.) images have different and
complementary look angles.
2. InSAR Data and Processing
[9] In this work, we use a rich data set of interfer-
ograms constructed from synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
images acquired by the ERS, Envisat, and ALOS satel-
lites and spanning more than 15 years using both C-band
(56mm) and L-band (23 cm) radar wavelength. Figure 1
shows the frame boundaries of the ﬁve different sets of SAR
images used in this study. All C-band data, from the ERS
and Envisat satellites, are obtained from the WInSAR and
the European Space Agency SAR archives and the ALOS
Phased Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar
(PALSAR) data are obtained from the Alaska SAR Facility’s
DAAC. Pre-earthquake data (1992 to 2004) were mostly
acquired by the ERS-1 and ERS-2 satellites, whereas Envisat
and ALOS satellites account for the dense temporal cover-
age after the Parkﬁeld earthquake (2006 to 2010). Table 1
summarizes all the SAR data used in this work, and the cor-
responding baseline plots are included in Figure 2 and the
supporting information.
[10] Subsets of our large SAR data set have been used
in previously published studies over our region of interest.
Johanson et al. [2006] studied the coseismic and immedi-
ate postseismic deformation after the 28 September 2004
Parkﬁeld earthquake using Radarsat and a more limited
set of Envisat interferograms. Ryder and Bürgmann [2008]
applied stacking techniques to a set of 12 interferograms
covering the creeping section of the San Andreas Fault
(Track 27) and observed that the study area (Figure 1) is
characterized by absence of strongly reﬂecting urban targets
and severe decorrelation due to vegetation. De Michele et al.
[2011] analyzed data from Track 256 to derive a detailed
surface velocity ﬁeld prior to the Parkﬁeld earthquake. We
increase the number of interferometric observations before
the earthquake by including a larger set of interferograms
from Track 27 and a few Envisat interferograms from
Track 435 (see Table 1 and Figure S1 in the supporting
information). The SAR images prior to the 2004 Mw 6.0
Parkﬁeld earthquake (pre-EQ) were primarily acquired on
descending passes. The number of post-EQ C-band interfer-
ograms per track is smaller than the corresponding pre-EQ
data set. However, ascending pass L-band images from
the ALOS PALSAR instrument, launched in 2006, make
up for reduced number of observations by imposing better
geometric constraints.
2.1. InSAR Processing
[11] The ERS and Envisat interferograms are individually
processed using the Repeat Orbit Interferometry PACkage
(ROI-PAC) package [Rosen et al., 2004] and then coreg-
istered against a master ERS SAR scene. ERS scenes
affected by the gyroscope failure in 2001 are preprocessed
to determine the correct Doppler ambiguities before pro-
cessing with ROI-PAC. Despite monthly acquisitions, a
large number of the ERS-2 scenes acquired after 2001
could not be used due to large doppler baselines. All the
C-band interferograms are processed at a posting of roughly
100 m (4 looks in range and 20 looks in azimuth).
The ALOS PALSAR interferograms are processed using
Stanford University’s mocomp processor [Zebker et al.,
2010] to a common imaging geometry. All the ﬁne-beam
dual (FBD) mode scenes are upsampled to full resolution
after focusing and before coregistration. The ALOS interfer-
ograms are also generated at a posting of 100 m (12 looks in
range and 28 looks in azimuth).
[12] All the interferograms are ﬁltered using a Goldstein
ﬁlter [Goldstein and Werner, 1998] of moderate strength and
individually unwrapped using Statistical-cost, Network-ﬂow
Algorithm for Phase Unwrapping (SNAPHU) [Chen and
Zebker, 2002]. All the post-EQ interferograms are deramped
using daily GPS solutions from the Scripps Observatory and
Permanent Array Center (SOPAC) archive (sopac.ucsd.edu).
All the pre-EQ interferograms are deramped by removing
the best ﬁtting plane from the unwrapped phase, due to the
absence of continuous GPS stations between 1992 and 1994.
A large number of interferograms were initially generated,
and only a subset (Table 1) with greater than 60% spatial
coverage (coherence greater than 0.25) over the entire frame
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Figure 2. SAR acquisitions (triangles) and interferograms
(black segments) of ERS and Envisat data considered in this
study for track 256 and frame 2889. See Figures S1 for a
description of other SAR data used in the study.
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is retained for analysis with the Multiscale Interferometric
Time Series (MInTS) technique [Hetland et al., 2012].
2.2. MInTS Time Series Processing
[13] We ﬁrst analyzed the C-band interferogram stacks
using an integral spline formulation similar to Hetland et al.
[2012], and we observed that the associated uncertainties are
larger than 1 cm possibly due to (1) insufﬁcient redundancy
of the C-band interferogram networks (compare number
of coherent interferograms versus number of SAR images
in Table 1) and (2) presence of independent subnetworks
of coherent interferogram clusters (supporting information)
particularly after 2001. Direct time series estimation for the
ALOS PALSAR stacks is not carried out due to the limited
number of SAR acquisitions. We apply the MInTS tech-
nique to determine a constant line of sight velocity term
and a seasonal signal amplitude with a 1 year period for
each of the interferogram stacks at a spatial resolution of
100m. Assuming a simpliﬁed temporal model for defor-
mation allows us to overcome the rank deﬁciency issues
arising due to disconnected interferogram subnetworks. The
MInTS technique has two advantages: (1) it allows us to
interpolate over small decorrelated regions in space and
(2) the use of wavelets reduces the impact of atmospheric
phase contributions in the estimated deformation parameters
by minimizing the effect of spatial and temporally decor-
related signals. The interpolation capability allowed us to
increase the number of viable interferograms compared to
other stacking techniques applied over the same region. We
also estimate uncertainties associated with our simple tem-
poral model based on the residuals of the ﬁt to the temporal
evolution and use the information to mask out noisy pixels
in the velocity maps before modeling. Finally, all the InSAR
data are downsampled to a posting of 2 km before modeling.
2.3. Estimation of Uncertainties
[14] We use a data-driven leave-one-out bootstrap
approach to determine the uncertainties in the estimated
temporal model parameters. These model parameters could
represent piecewise linear functions [Berardino et al., 2002]
leading to direct estimation of the deformation time series
or a set of temporal functions as is typically used in GPS
processing [Bock et al., 1997; Wdowinkski et al., 1997;
Herring, 1999] or MInTS [Hetland et al., 2012]. For each
frame, subsets of interferograms are generated by leaving
out observations corresponding to a SAR scene one at a
time, and a set of temporal model parameters are estimated
for each of the subsets. The mean and the standard deviation
of the estimated parameters are interpreted as the nominal
value and the associated uncertainty.
3. Joint Inversion of GPS and InSAR Data
[15] In this section, we explain our method to estimate the
distribution of slip rates on various faults using InSAR and
GPS data simultaneously. GPS average velocities are rela-
tive to an arbitrary reference frame, which can vary among
different networks. That adds a component to the velocity
vectors that cannot be explained by local fault motion. An
incorrect description of the reference frame of the data can
bias the inversion result, so it can be advantageous to ﬁnd a
formulation of the inverse problem that is independent of the
reference frame. Likewise, InSAR line of sight (LOS) mea-
surements are relative to an unknown range and may suffer
from orbital errors. We test two methods to mitigate these
effects. In a ﬁrst method, we include the reference frame
of the GPS networks and the orbital error of InSAR in the
inversion so that the effects of fault displacement and other
contributions can be separated. In a second method, we use
the baseline velocity between pairs of GPS stations and the
gradient of the LOS displacements to constrain fault slip.
3.1. Case of Absolute GPS and InSAR Velocity
[16] For each period considered, we jointly invert InSAR
data from all tracks and GPS average velocities from an
arbitrary number of separate networks for slip rate on faults,
dilatational opening of point sources, and other nontec-
tonic parameters. We estimate the optimal orbital errors and
GPS reference frames part of a global inversion where slip
on faults and other parameters are optimized simultane-
ously. The geodetic data reduction can be formulated as the
minimization problem:
Qm = min
m
{kh – Hmk2} (1)
subject to
Am  0 (2)
bounded in the range l  m  u, where Qm is the vector of
optimized parameters, including fault slip rates, and m is the
model space. Diagonal matrix A contains ones for fault slip
parameters and 0 for all other parameters. The target vector
is formed by a combination of data and constraints:
h =
 
d
0
!
(3)
Similarly, H is a combination of the design matrix G and the
smoothing operator D:
H =
 
G
D 0
!
. (4)
We use lower and upper bounds on the solution, l and
u, respectively, as a form of regularization to avoid
spurious numerical instabilities. We invoke the constraints
of equation (2) to impose the rake of fault slip, while letting
nontectonic parameters unbounded. We solve this system
using a Sequential Least Squares algorithm.
[17] The data vector is a combination of the GPS horizon-
tal velocity components dGPS and the InSAR LOS measure-
ments dSAR. When jointly inverting P InSAR stacks and N
GPS networks, we add a relevant subscript to the vectors and
form the global data vector in series:
d =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
wdSAR1
...
wdSARP
dGPS1
...
dGPSN
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
(5)
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The InSAR data consist typically of a few thousand points,
while the GPS vectors, just a few hundreds. To compensate
for the difference in the number of point measurements,
we introduce a weight w on the InSAR data. The model
parameters are then organized as follows:
m =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
s
o1
...
oP
r1
...
rN
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
(6)
where s is a vector of slip rates on fault patches and opening
rates of dilatation sources (typically a few hundreds of
parameters). The vectors oi are three orbital parameters for
InSAR stack i and each ri contains two reference frame
parameters for GPS network i. Data and model space are
connected through the design matrix:
G =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
wGSAR1 wGorb1
...
. . .
wGSARP wGorbP
GGPS1 Gref1
...
. . .
GGPSN GrefN
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
(7)
where the weight w on InSAR data is taken into account. The
GSAR and GGPS matrices are computed using unitary slip on
rectangular fault patches using a combination of strike slip
and dip slip prescribed by an assumed rake of the slip vector.
We use the semianalytic solution of Wang et al. [2003] for
deformation in a layered model. Lateral heterogeneities in
the Earth’s crust sometimes affect the distribution of slip
velocity [e.g., Fay and Humphreys, 2005; Lundgren et al.,
2009; Lindsey and Fialko, 2013]. For arbitrarily 3-D elastic
media, we use Gamra—Géodynamique Avec Maille Raﬁnée
Adaptivement, a fully numerical method based on adaptive
multi grid with embedded faults [Landry et al., 2012]. For
those patches that are inﬁnitely long to represent relative
plate motion, we use the solution for a two-dimensional
buried screw dislocation:
u =
1

arctan
 y
D

, (8)
where u is the surface fault parallel displacement, y is the
fault-perpendicular coordinate, and D is the locking depth or
the solution of Segall [2010] for a layered medium
u =
2


1 + 

arctan
y
D
+
1X
m=1

1 – 
1 + 
m
arctan
y
D + 2Hm

, (9)
where H is the bottom depth of the top layer and  =
top/down is the rigidity ratio. Here we ignore the visco-
elastic effects of historical earthquakes [e.g., Johnson and
Segall, 2004]. Also, the deep-seated deformation accommo-
dated by both localized fault slip and more distributed strain
are modeled using elastic dislocation [Fay and Humphreys,
2005; Lundgren et al., 2009].
[18] The smoothing between slip patches is obtained
through a ﬁnite difference approximation L of the Laplacian
operator for irregular surfaces [Huiskamp, 1991; Kositsky
and Avouac, 2010]. Fault estate is separated into K segments
that are smoothed independently of each other so we form
the smoothing operator D as follows:
D = ƒ
0
BBB@
L1
. . .
LK
1
CCCA (10)
The strength of smoothing ƒ is determined based on the
resolution of fault patches. Using a singular value decom-
position, we ﬁrst determine the resolution matrix of the
inversion:
R = GG (11)
where G is the generalized inverse of the forward operator
obtained by truncated singular value decomposition as a
form of Tikhonov regularization [e.g., Pritchard et al., 2002;
Aster et al., 2012]. The eigenspectrum is truncated at eigen-
values lower than a threshold deﬁned as the ratio of the
expected noise to the expected fault velocity (equation (15)).
Then, the smoothing weight is determined from the follow-
ing equation:
ƒii = 1 + 0 cos

Rii
2
10
(12)
where the coefﬁcients 1 and 0 + 1 are obtained empiri-
cally and correspond to the smoothing weights for well and
poorly resolved parameters, respectively. The high exponent
is chosen so as to obtain a sharp decrease in smoothing for
parameters with resolution greater than one half.
3.2. The Case for GPS Baseline Velocity and InSAR
Velocity Gradients Inversions
[19] We now consider the inversion of the baseline
velocity between pairs of GPS stations and of the horizon-
tal gradient of the LOS data. For sufﬁciently small GPS
networks, it is often sufﬁcient to assume a constant vector
to represent the velocity of the reference frame, but for
larger networks, a radial velocity and an Euler pole are
a more adequate representation. However, simultaneously
inverting for these two parameters is not a linear inversion,
which complicates the analysis of large networks. It seems
therefore advantageous to use the relative velocity between
pairs of nearby stations as data constraints. In general,
taking the difference between two time series of displace-
ment increases the noise by a factor of
p
2. But fortunately,
as a strong component of the noise in GPS time series is
spatially correlated [Dong et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2004;
Langbein, 2008; Hill et al., 2009], time series of baseline
displacements have a much reduced noise, here by a factor
of 2.5 (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Merits of GPS baseline inversions. (top) Raw time series of GPS stations CAND and TBLP,
10 km apart, and their difference. A coherent noise is removed in the differencing process, and the noise
level of the baseline time series is smaller than the noise in individual time series. (bottom) The eigen-
spectrum of the Green’s function matrix of GPS velocity and GPS baseline velocity. The eigenvalues of
the baseline velocity are approximately
p
2 higher than the ones for the velocity, and the noise is reduced
by at least a factor of 2, leading in this case to about 30 more well-resolved parameters.
[20] To determine the baseline velocities and the LOS
gradient, we operate as follows. First, we perform Delaunay
triangulation of the point coordinates and identify the unique
edges forming the triangular mesh. For GPS, each point is
a GPS station; for InSAR, each point is a coherent reﬂector.
Then, we discard those pairs separated by less than 500m
or by more than 50 km. The difference between the veloc-
ities of two connected points forms the basis of the data
vector d in our inversion. Because the velocity of the refer-
ence frame does not contribute to the baseline velocities, the
model parameters reduce to
m =
0
BBBBBBB@
s
No1
...
NoP
1
CCCCCCCA
(13)
where the relative range of the LOS is absent of the orbit
parameters Noi. The forward model of fault slip and dilatation
opening corresponds to the difference between predicted
displacements at each end of the connecting edge and is
marked by an upper bar symbol (N). The design matrix
is written
G =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
w NGSAR1 w NGorb1
...
. . .
w NGSARP w NGorbP
NGGPS1
...
NGGPSN
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
(14)
An effect of using baseline data is to increase the number
of lines in G by a factor of 2 to 3. The rest of the inversion
procedure, such as the deﬁnition of A, D, H, and h, is the
same as explained in section 3.1.
[21] The eigenvalues of the design matrix (14) is
increased by a factor of about
p
2 on average compared to
the ones obtained with deﬁnition (7) (Figure 3). The increase
in sensitivity of the design matrix could compensate an
increase of the noise of the relative velocity. But because the
latter decreases, the result is an improved robustness of the
inversion to data noise and an increased resolution of model
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Figure 4. (a) Pre-earthquake velocity ﬁeld and forward model at the Bay Area Velocity Uniﬁcation
(BAVU) network [d’Alessio et al., 2005]. The velocity is relative to the SAF and the residual International
Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) velocity is shown for reference. Baseline velocity, forward model, and
residuals are shown in Figure S3. (b) Velocity ﬁeld and forward model at the EarthScope Plate Boundary
Observatory (PBO) network. Baseline velocity, forward model, and residuals are shown in Figure S2.
parameters. The number of well-resolved model parame-
ters can be estimated from the eigenspectrum of the design
matrix using the cut-off eigenvalue:
c =
d
E[Ps] (15)
where d is a characteristic noise level of the data and
E[Ps] = 30mm/yr is the expected value of fault slip velocity.
Using d = 1mm/yr for velocity, which is typical for hori-
zontal velocity vectors of decade-long continuous GPS time
series, and d = 0.4mm/yr for baseline velocity, which is
a factor of 2.5 smaller, we ﬁnd that inversion using base-
line velocity can resolve about 30 more model parameters
than the one using point-wise velocity within their respective
noise level (Figure 3). In addition, two model parameters per
GPS network and one for each InSAR image are removed
from the model space. As the inversion of baseline velocity
offers signiﬁcant improvements over the inversion of abso-
lute velocity, we will only present results from the former
method. For illustration purposes, we present both the ﬁt to
the baseline and absolute velocities. In the later case, the best
ﬁtting velocity of the reference frame is estimated in a post
processing step.
3.3. Bootstrap Uncertainty Estimation
[22] To describe the sensitivity of the model parameters
to data noise, we use a bootstrap technique where we per-
turb the data used in the inversion with a random Gaussian
noise. After generating and inverting N modiﬁed data sets,
we can describe the statistics of a large population of best
ﬁtting models. In the following, we use N = 100. This
method allows us to describe the model uncertainties includ-
ing the effect of smoothing, nonnegativity constraints, and
data coverage that are not included in other analytic esti-
mates. For example, if redundancy is large in the data,
model parameters may not be largely affected by data noise
or potential outliers. To identify the expected amplitude of
noise on a data set basis, we estimate the data variance based
on the residuals of our best ﬁtting model.
4. Interseismic Creep Before the 2004 Mw 6
Parkﬁeld Earthquake
[23] To estimate fault slip rates before the 2004 Mw 6
Parkﬁeld earthquake, we combine GPS data from the Bay
Area Velocity Uniﬁcation (BAVU) [d’Alessio et al., 2005]
(Figure 4a) and Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) net-
works (PBO compilation pbo.ﬁnal_snf01.vel released in
August 2011 and available at ftp://data-out.unavco.org,
Figure 4b). We select the stations located within in a rect-
angular domain between point coordinates (–100, –80) and
(70, 60) expressed in kilometers relative to the reference
coordinates (W120.3740, N35.8150). We complement these
observations with the interferogram stacks described in
section 2, using ascending and descending Envisat acqui-
sitions (Figure 5). Before inverting, we subsample InSAR
data every 1 km and discard areas deemed biased by noise
or nontectonic signals. We use a cut-off value of the noise
estimate when available, but we also reject some areas by
visual inspection.
[24] The surface displacements are assumed to be the
result of slip on faults. We also include a dilatation source
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Figure 5. (1) InSAR average velocity, (2) forward model, and (3) residuals for the period 1992–2004,
for (a) ERS data (see baseline plot in Figure 2), (b) Envisat data processed by De Michele et al. [2011],
and (c) same raw data as Figures 5b1–5b3 but processed with MInTS.
below Paso Robles to account for reservoir extraction in
this area. We consider ﬁve fault segments, which are dis-
cretized and smoothed independently of each other. They are
the San Simeon, Cholame, Parkﬁeld, and creeping segments,
complemented by the root of the SAF, which consists of
seven large patches and one inﬁnitely long fault with a lock-
ing depth of D = 13 km. Because slip is allowed at shallower
depth, this implies that the locking depth is 13 km or less.
[25] With the Cholame, Parkﬁeld, and creeping segments,
we represent a stretch of the SAF going from Wallace Creek
to the south, to 20 km north of Monarch Peak, in the middle
of the creeping segment. In a preliminary study, we tested
the necessity of allowing creep on the La Panza, Rinconada,
and Lost Hills faults. Among these, we found that only shal-
low creep were occurring on the Lost Hill Fault and that
ignoring this effect had little impact on the inversion results
elsewhere.
[26] We discretize the fault segments into rectangular
patches of varying size, with length and width increasing
with depth. The patch sizes on the San Simeon, Cholame,
and creeping segments are chosen manually so as to obtain
a resolution above a critical value of 0.5 (Figure S5). At
Parkﬁeld, we prefer to sample the fault more ﬁnely, so as
to obtain a better spatial resolution. The geometry of the
San Simeon segment is inspired from the work of Johanson
and Bürgmann [2010] and guided by seismicity and con-
straints from geodesy. With the chosen discretization, the
resolution is above 0.8 and 0.7 in the Cholame and creep-
ing segments, respectively. Resolution is close to one in the
top 4 km at Parkﬁeld but rapidly decreases at greater depth.
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Figure 6. Pre-earthquake GPS velocity ﬁeld and forward
model at the SCEC Crustal Motion Map 4 (CMM4) compi-
lation network [Shen et al., 2011]. Baseline velocity, forward
model, and residuals are shown in Figure S4.
The San Simeon segment is a dipping fault and with the
chosen sampling this gives rise to a much increased resolu-
tion, compared to neighboring vertically dipping segments
(Figure S6).
[27] We invert for fault slip, dilatation opening, and
other nontectonic parameters using the method described
in section 3.2, using the relative velocity between pairs of
GPS stations and the gradient of InSAR data. We set an
upper bound of slip velocity of 50mm/yr. The results vary
depending mostly on our choice of the weight w put on
InSAR and the choice of the underlying rigidity structure.
Within a reasonable range, the weight of smoothing inﬂu-
ences little the results because patches are overall large and
well resolved. We therefore chose a nominally small value
to control the intensity of smoothing.
[28] Our preferred models use a weight on InSAR data of
w = 0.3 and either a layered elastic structure with a depth
dependence of elastic moduli prescribed by the preliminary
reference Earth model [Dziewon´ski and Anderson, 1981]
or a 3-D elastic distribution described by the SCEC Com-
munity Velocity Model - Harvard (CVM-H version 11.9.1)
[Tape et al., 2009]. Both elastic structures give rise to similar
models, with GPS data reduced by 94% and a variance
reduction for InSAR between 79 and 96%. The particu-
lar choice of weight on InSAR data gives consistent values
of deep interseismic slip in the two periods of observation
considered, while larger weights increase the deep velocity
unreasonably. The ﬁt to the GPS velocity of the BAVU net-
work is shown in Figure 4a. The forward model explains the
data well and there is no systematic patterns in the residuals.
The ﬁt to the PBO velocity is shown in Figure 4b. The same
model explains these data well. The horizontal velocity of
the ITRF reference frame is a byproduct of our inversion and
we ﬁnd that the PBO and BAVU solutions share the same
reference frame within 0.7mm/yr. The observed, modeled,
and residual baseline velocities are shown in Figures S3
and S2, for the BAVU and PBO networks, respectively. The
residuals in the near ﬁeld are larger and result probably from
local effects (crustal structure, topography, damage zone,
and/or parallel fault strands) or from variations of fault slip
at ﬁner scales than allowed in the inversion.
[29] The ﬁt to the InSAR data is shown in Figure 5. For
simplicity, we show the absolute velocity and the LOS dis-
placements (as opposed to the gradients). As the orbital error
is estimated in the inversion, we remove it from the data for
illustration purposes. The large wavelength of the measure-
ments is in general well explained, but every interferogram
stack shows a pattern of irregular residuals. All of them show
residual LOS velocity near the SAF. When comparing the
same data processed by De Michele et al. [2011] and with
MInTS, the residuals show an opposite polarity. This gives
us some conﬁdence that some of these residuals are due to
atmospheric noise, which is not completely eliminated from
the time series processing. The northern interferogram also
show near-ﬁeld residuals. These can be due to tropospheric
noise or local effects and, as only a few GPS stations are
present at this location, it is challenging to assess the origin
of this misﬁt. It is possible that more shallow fault com-
plexity than is included in our model may be required to
explain the data in the near ﬁeld, including push-up ridges,
small fault step overs, and bifurcations that can result in
fault-perpendicular motion. As GPS and InSAR absolute
velocities are not directly included in the inversion, it is
remarkable that they can be explained well by a modeled
only tuned to the gradient of the deformation.
[30] The 2003 Mw 6.5 San Simeon earthquake ruptured in
the period of observation and was captured by 4 out of the 89
interferograms used in the stack. The San Simeon coseismic
deformation is largely averaged out in the stacking proce-
dure, but its effect is likely to create an apparent creep on the
San Simeon segment (Figure 7 and S6). Based on this result
alone, we cannot conclude that the San Simeon is ongoing
steady creep rates in the 1992–2003 period.
[31] The inferred creep rate along the SAF can be
decomposed based on overall behavior into three segments
(Figures 7 and S6). The Cholame segment, to the south,
appears locked from its southernmost extension in the model
to north of the 2004 Parkﬁeld epicenter. This result is consis-
tent with previous ﬁndings [Harris and Segall, 1987; Segall
and Harris, 1987; Segall and Du, 1993; Bakun et al., 2005],
where no southern termination of the Parkﬁeld locked zone
was clearly identiﬁed. In the Cholame segment, the depth
of the locked zone is poorly resolved and may be deeper.
But at least the ﬁrst 13 km of the fault seem unambiguously
locked. The Parkﬁeld segment shows a complex pattern of
creep and locked regions. A patchy distribution of shallow
creep shows some correlation with seismicity. And in gen-
eral little slip occurs in the middle of the seismic streaks
identiﬁed by Waldhauser et al. [2004]. Some creep occurs
below the bottom seismic streak suggesting that micro-
seismicity at Parkﬁeld marks a transition in fault behavior
[Barbot et al., 2012]. Slip rates increase to the north of the
1966 epicenter to transition to the creeping segment. Surface
creep at Parkﬁeld is patchy, with isolated regions of fault
motion. To the north, the creeping segment exhibit more
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Figure 7. Spatial distribution of interseismic fault creep in the 1999–2004 period from the joint inver-
sion of GPS and InSAR data. The 1 uncertainty from bootstrap analysis indicates large uncertainties in
the creeping segment. The green, red, and purple stars represent the hypocenters of the 1966 and 2004
Mw 6.0 Parkﬁeld and of the 2003 San Simeon earthquakes, respectively.
widespread creep, but the velocity is not uniform, with some
isolated areas appearing locked. The sliding rate between
the North American and the Paciﬁc plates are inferred to
be 33.8 ˙ 2.2mm/yr across the SAF, with a slight increase
below the creeping segment.
[32] It is informative to consider the uncertainty on fault
slip rates based on the bootstrap method described in
section 3.3 (Figure 7). These uncertainties reﬂect potential
biases caused by data noise or insufﬁcient data coverage
on the inversion and include the effect of the regularization
and positivity constraints that may not be accounted for by
other estimates. The uncertainty is larger at the edge of the
domain covered by data, as expected. But at other locations,
the Cholame segment exhibits an overall low uncertainty. In
the Parkﬁeld segment, uncertainties are large at depth, to the
north and at shallow depth. This indicates that data noise
can affect the estimation of shallow creep and that it may be
more widespread than inferred in the best ﬁtting model. The
region surrounded by seismic streaks does not suffer from
large uncertainties, so the best ﬁtting model seems robust at
this location. The creeping segment suffers from large uncer-
tainties, due mostly to insufﬁcient redundancy in the surface
coverage, which leads to the possibility of outliers biasing
the results. However, the apparent locked region between
Mee Ranch and Monarch Peak does not seem to be much
inﬂuenced by data noise and the estimated slip rates there
seem robust. The uncertainties on the San Simeon segment
are the greatest where the highest slip rates take place but
smaller than half the estimated rates, so the results seem to
hold at this location.
[33] Inference of deep interseismic velocity from GPS and
InSAR data can be subjected to bias from modeling assump-
tions. For example, comparing with inversions assuming a
homogeneous structure, we notice that ignoring the depth
dependence of rigidity leads to a systematic reduction of
the deep velocity by about 2mm/yr. We do not ﬁnd system-
atic differences between the slip models that assume layered
elastic properties and the ones obtained with the CVM-H
tomography structure. This is probably due to the fact that
interseismic slip occurs mostly at depth, where 3-D varia-
tions are either smaller or less well imaged. Relative weight
of InSAR versus GPS data in the inversion inﬂuences the
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inferred deep velocity more. Inversions with InSAR weight
w = 1 to 10 give rise to estimates of deep velocity from 28.8
to 18.1mm/yr and systematically worsen the ﬁt to GPS. This
indicates that InSAR overall favors slower deep interseismic
velocity than GPS. Our preferred value of w = 0.3 gives rise
to a deep velocity of 33.8mm/yr, in better agreement with
the geological slip rates of Toké et al. [2011] and Sieh and
Jahns [1984].
[34] To explore the variability of fault slip further back
in time, we repeat our inversion using the large compilation
of surface velocity from campaign GPS surveys compiled
in SCEC Crustal Motion Map 4 (CMM4) compiled by Shen
et al. [2011] and that started as early as 1986, which is 20
years after the 1966 Mw 6 Parkﬁeld earthquake. We ﬁnd that
all the CMM4 data can be explained by a very similar model
of fault slip (Figures 6 and S4). This result indicates that
the strong coupling from the Cholame to far north into the
Parkﬁeld segment was persistent for at least 20 years before
2004, compatible with the results of previous studies [Harris
and Segall, 1987; Murray et al., 2001; Bakun et al., 2005;
Murray and Langbein, 2006].
5. Interseismic Creep After the 2004 Mw 6
Parkﬁeld Earthquake
[35] The postseismic transient following the 2004 Mw 6
Parkﬁeld earthquake is characterized by rapid afterslip,
with a relaxation time scale of about 3 months, and a
slower lower-crustal relaxation with a time scale of 1 year
[Johanson et al., 2006; Barbot et al., 2009; Bruhat et al.,
2011]. To avoid the contamination of a strong postseismic
transient, we look at geodetic data 2 years after the 2004
event. Although there is a continuum between postseismic
and interseismic deformation, we focus our attention on
this period where the deceleration of surface displacements
is less obvious and can be considered the early interseis-
mic stage. In the 2006–2012 period, the PBO network has
been greatly augmented compared to its pre-2004 version,
consisting of about 80 permanent stations in the domain
considered (Figure 8). The PBO network offers near- and
far-ﬁeld stations, which can place better constraints on the
plate convergence rate. The available InSAR catalog offers
a complete coverage with multiple look angles of the SAF
trace in our domain of interest (Figure 1). However, in the
time period considered, less independent interferograms are
available (Table 1) and we can expect more contamination
by tropospheric noise. Furthermore, the look direction of
ascending orbits is almost perpendicular to the SAF so
the Envisat descending stack is the most sensitive to SAF
displacements. We discard ALOS LOS data northeast of
Coalinga, Lost Hills and the ﬁve freeway due to the agri-
cultural activity in Central Valley that reduces coherence
and increases nontectonics signals. Some data in all stacks
are also ignored based on a threshold on an estimate of the
signal-to-noise ratio obtained from MInTS. The increased
coverage allows us to sample the creeping segment more
ﬁnely while keeping a high inversion resolution (Figure S8).
[36] We simultaneously invert the PBO average velocity
ﬁeld in the 2006–2012 period (Figure 8) and data from four
InSAR tracks (Figure 9). We use the same inversion param-
eters as for the 1992–2004 period, including smoothing
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Figure 8. Velocity ﬁelds and forward model at the PBO
network in the 2006–2012 period. The velocity is relative
to the SAF and the residual ITRF velocity is shown for
reference. Baseline velocity, forward model, and residuals
are shown in Figure S7.
strength, relative InSAR weight, and the rigidity structure.
The GPS baseline velocity is reduced by 89%. The largest
residuals for the absolute velocity occur in the far ﬁeld
of the SAF, close to the San Simeon segment or near the
boundary of our domain of observation. The most apparent
misﬁt is in the SAF fault-perpendicular direction, proba-
bly due to edge effects, i.e., the fact that we ignore the
deformation in the northern creeping segment, which affects
some stations in our domain of interest. The ﬁt to the
GPS near-ﬁeld station is good, with no obvious patterns in
the residuals.
[37] The InSAR gradient data are reduced by 45% to 79%
in the ascending direction and by 82% in the descending
direction (Figure 9), consistent with sensitivity of ascending
and descending orbits to strike slip on the SAF. While some
tectonic signal may be better explained using a smaller fault
discretization, we attribute most of the unexplained signal
to residual tropospheric noise, particularly for the ascending
tracks. The large wavelength signal is well reproduced by
the model, but some scattered residuals appear for all tracks.
The ascending Envisat and ALOS data can be most easily
compared as their horizontal look direction is similar (yet
Envisat is more sensitive to vertical deformation). The large
ALOS residuals that correlate with the SAF cannot be found
in the ascending Envisat residuals. Some residuals localize
near the SAF in the Envisat descending track, but as similar
patterns can be sometimes found in the ALOS data but not
in other data sets, it is likely that some residuals may be due
to troposphere correlated with topography. There are large
residuals in the Cholame segment in the ALOS data. These
patterns do not change polarity across the fault and may not
be of tectonic origin.
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Figure 9. (1) InSAR average velocity, (2) forward model, and (3) residuals for the period 2006–2012,
for (a,b) Envisat data and (c,d) ALOS data. All processed with MInTS.
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Figure 10. Spatial distribution of interseismic fault creep in the 2006–2012 period from the joint
inversion of GPS and InSAR data. The 1 uncertainty from bootstrap analysis indicates larger uncertain-
ties at the bottom of the Parkﬁeld segment. The green and red stars represent the hypocenters of the 1966
and 2004 Mw 6.0 Parkﬁeld earthquakes.
[38] The pattern of interseismic slip rate in the 2006–2012
period is shown in Figures 10 and S9. The Cholame seg-
ment seems locked from its southern extension to 8 km south
of Cholame. A deep locked segment appear at the northern
extension, next to the Parkﬁeld segment, but the uncertain-
ties from the bootstrap analysis indicate that some creep
may in fact occur there. Bootstrap analysis also indicates the
possibility of creep below Wallace Creek, but these uncer-
tainties are due to side effects as data coverage is sparser at
the boundary of the domain of interest.
[39] In the Parkﬁeld segment, deep creep takes place
below the bottom seismic streak but not in the region
surrounded by microseismicity. The bootstrap analysis indi-
cates that little slip occurs there, regardless of reasonable
noise added to the data before inverting, so this result seems
robust and least affected by data noise. Some shallow creep
also takes place in the top 4 km layer, particularly to the
north, at the beginning of the creeping section, where it
correlates with microseismicity.
[40] In the creeping segment, the velocity seems larger
than plate rate, which is indicative of transient behavior.
Some areas, for example, below Monarch Peak or Slack
Canyon appear locked, but the bootstrap analysis indicates
that some slip may occur there. Considering the best ﬁtting
inversion and the bootstrap analysis together, the transition
between the Parkﬁeld and creeping segments seem marked
by an area of reduced slip rates below 6 km depth. As
this region did not produce large earthquakes in recorded
history, it likely experiences cycles of accelerated and
reduced aseismic slip. Overall, the slip rates on the creeping
segment are not uniform, compatible with the results of
Rolandone et al. [2008] obtained with GPS data alone
and those of [Ryder and Bürgmann, 2008] obtained from
InSAR analysis.
[41] Some creep appears to occur on the San Simeon
segment, concentrating in the same area that moves in the
pre-2004 period. These results are subject to much variabil-
ity, given the bootstrap uncertainty, and are supported only
by some GPS stations and the Envisat descending data, so
they should be interpreted with caution.
[42] The inferred convergence rate between the North
American and Paciﬁc plates in the 2006–2011 period is
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31.8 ˙ 1.3mm/yr, which agrees with the results for the
pre-2004 period within the error bounds.
6. Discussion
[43] The distribution of velocity across the SAF shows
notable differences at key different periods of the earthquake
cycle. These differences may shed light on important ques-
tions regarding the mechanics of earthquake generation in
the region. In particular the kinematics may inform how
earthquakes in the Parkﬁeld region interact with neighbor-
ing segments and how the segmentation of the SAF into
different segments operates over time. We discuss some
implications below.
6.1. The Evolution of Apparent Coupling at the
Transition Between the Cholame and Parkﬁeld
Segments: A Southern Termination of the
Parkﬁeld Seismogenic Zone?
[44] The seismic behavior of the Parkﬁeld segment was
under much scrutiny to understand the kinematics of the
recurrence of Mw 6 events. Using geodetic [Harris and
Segall, 1987; Segall and Harris, 1987; Segall and Du, 1993;
Murray et al., 2001; Bakun et al., 2005; Murray and Segall,
2005; Murray and Langbein, 2006; Barbot et al., 2009;
Bennington et al., 2011] or seismological [Niu et al., 2003;
Custódio et al., 2005; Uchide et al., 2009; Ziv, 2012] data,
many aspects of the interseismic, coseismic, and postseismic
deformation have been documented. In particular, there is a
possibility that the streaks of microseismicity described by
Waldhauser et al. [2004] and Thurber et al. [2006] represent
the boundary of the seismogenic zone at Parkﬁeld [Barbot
et al., 2012].
[45] Recently, Barbot et al. [2012] presented a physi-
cal model of the earthquake cycle based on rate-and-state
friction that explains the many seismological and geodetic
observations, including some variability of recurrence times
of Mw 6 earthquakes and the change of hypocenter location
between 1966 to 2004. To explain the nucleation of earth-
quakes near the 2004 hypocenter and the termination of
previous ones to the south, the model assumes a termina-
tion of the seismogenic zone a few kilometers south of the
2004 hypocenter. Previous models of fault coupling based on
geodetic data [Harris and Segall, 1987; Segall and Harris,
1987; Murray et al., 2001; Bakun et al., 2005; Murray and
Langbein, 2006] do not indicate a clear boundary between
the Parkﬁeld and Cholame segments, and high coupling is
thought to be continuous from Wallace Creek and beyond
to the location of the 1966 hypocenter. Our analysis of the
geodetic data from 1986 to 2004 and 1992 to 2004 conﬁrms
this view. However, the pattern of surface displacements
in the 2006–2012 period indicates the presence of a 10 km
long region of low coupling immediately south of the 2004
hypocenter. As our inversion results show similar deep slip
rates in the two periods of observation, we are conﬁdent that
the difference between the two observed behaviors is real
and not an artifact of data sampling or noise. There is a possi-
bility that the apparent change of slip rates in the two periods
is an artifact caused by a viscoelastic transient relaxation.
This is unlikely because the bias introduced by a viscoelas-
tic transient concentrates immediately below the coseismic
rupture and not laterally [Bruhat et al., 2011].
[46] We interpret these results as an indication for mea-
surably decelerating creep during the interseismic cycle.
This interpretation is broadly compatible with the expected
behavior of rate-and-state friction faults, which shows a
continuous transition between accelerated postseismic tran-
sient and interseismic creep [Rice, 1993; Lapusta et al.,
2000; Barbot et al., 2012; Lapusta and Barbot, 2012]. The
great 1857 earthquake is thought to have ruptured the SAF
from Cajon Pass to Bitterwater, in the creeping segment,
breaking through the Parkﬁeld segment [Sieh, 1978a, 1978b;
Toppozada et al., 2002]. The implication of this scenario
is that the area of low coupling imaged in the 2006–2012
period represents a soft boundary between the Cholame and
Parkﬁeld segments: This area would have a combination of
frictional properties and conﬁning pressure that is capable
of arresting a series of Mw 6 earthquakes in the Parkﬁeld
segment but that would allow larger ruptures to propagate
through both segments on occasions. On the contrary, if
the 1857 earthquake was in fact preceded by foreshocks in
the Parkﬁeld segment a few hours before the rupture [Sieh,
1978a, 1978b; Toppozada et al., 2002], it would mean that
the area of low coupling can arrest most events rupturing in
the Parkﬁeld segment and that ruptures north and south of
this boundary always represent separate seismic events.
6.2. Microseismicity and the Seismogenic Zone
at Parkﬁeld
[47] The remarkably organized spatiotemporal distribu-
tion of microseismicity at Parkﬁeld suggests that clusters
of small earthquakes delineate the boundary between areas
of different friction properties and in particular surround
the seismogenic zone. This interpretation is supported by
analysis of seismic data from the 2004 Parkﬁeld earth-
quake by Ma et al. [2008] and Uchide et al. [2009] that
show that most of the seismic slip can be conﬁned in
the area circumscribed by microseismicity. If slip on the
Parkﬁeld segment is controlled by rate- and state-dependent
friction [Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983; Rice and Ruina,
1983; Marone, 1998; Rice et al., 2001] and if the seis-
mogenic zone is a large velocity-weakening asperity with
a small enough nucleation size surrounded by a velocity-
strengthening domain, the areas of the fault that creep during
the interseismic and postseismic periods and those that slip
seismically should be mostly mutually exclusive, except
around the boundaries between velocity-weakening and
velocity-strengthening areas [Tse and Rice, 1986; Marone
et al., 1991; Lapusta et al., 2000; Lapusta and Liu, 2009;
Kaneko et al., 2010]. The velocity distribution in the 2006–
2012 time interval shows a large region of high coupling
encircled by microseismicity and completely surrounded by
fault estate of presumably velocity-strengthening friction
slipping with a higher velocity (Figure 10). This result gives
additional credit to the hypothesis that the background seis-
micity marks the boundary of the seismogenic zone at Park-
ﬁeld and that the seismogenic zone may be a homogeneous
region of velocity-weakening friction.
6.3. Reasons for Apparent High Coupling at the
Cholame/Parkﬁeld Transition Zone
[48] It may be surprising that the low coupling area south
of Parkﬁeld in the 2006–2012 period is not detectable before
2004. It is possible that the surrounding locked areas in
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the Parkﬁeld and Cholame segments affect its behavior by
reducing its velocity. If the region was pinned by surround-
ing locked domains, it could not slip at the same velocity
as it would otherwise free of boundaries. Our results indi-
cate that in this context, analyses of surface deformation late
in the earthquake cycle may overestimate the area of plate
coupling. Another explanation is that there would be sig-
niﬁcant weakening in afterslip periods followed by marked
hardening during the interseismic period (the velocity aver-
aging to plate rate over the period separating seismic events)
allowing the creep to be much lower than plate rate late
in the interseismic period. This behavior is not expected
in simple models of slip evolution based on rate-and-state
friction, but a number of potentially important factors—
additional mechanisms of fault weakening such as thermal
pressurization and ﬂash heating, heterogeneities in friction,
dilatancy effects—may allow signiﬁcant excursions of slip
velocity above and below plate rate [Bilek and Lay, 2002;
Toro et al., 2004; Nakatani and Scholz, 2004; Hillers et al.,
2006; Noda, 2008; Beeler et al., 2008; Brantut et al., 2008;
Rubin, 2008; Sone and Shimamoto, 2009; Fukuyama and
Mizoguchi, 2010; Segall et al., 2010; Shibazaki et al., 2011;
Faulkner et al., 2011].
6.4. Variation of Slip Rates in the Creeping Segment
[49] Despite a greater sensitivity to noise than other
regions and often insufﬁcient data coverage, we observe
notable variations of slip velocity in the creeping segment,
as previously highlighted by Murray and Segall [2005] and
Ryder and Bürgmann [2008]. To accommodate long-term
relative motion between the North American and the Paciﬁc
plates, the area of slip deﬁcit will have to accelerate eventu-
ally. Similarly, areas slipping at a larger velocity than plate
rate must eventually slow down to satisfy the long-term
slip rate. It is possible that these areas of accelerated and
slower slip represent “ghost transients” [Hearn et al., 2011],
i.e., periods of anomalous velocity that is longer than the
period of observation. Long periods of transient deforma-
tion can be due to viscoelastic relaxation following large
earthquakes. But at shallow depth, oscillatory slip velocity
can be the result of spontaneous behavior of rate-and-state
friction faults within a certain range of friction parameters
[Ruina, 1983]. Velocity-weakening friction with relatively
large critical nucleation size (the so-called h* parameter),
which occurs under low effective conﬁning pressure or large
critical weakening distance can produce large excursions of
velocity above and below plate rate without external per-
turbations [Ruina, 1983; Scholz, 1998; Lapusta and Barbot,
2012]. A better understanding of these processes will require
a ﬁner temporal coverage of the evolution of deformation for
an extended period.
7. Conclusions
[50] The accumulation of geodetic measurements in the
last 30 years in a broad region around the Parkﬁeld seg-
ment of the San Andreas Fault allows us to compare the
kinematic behavior of the fault at key periods of the earth-
quake cycle and to address fundamental questions about
fault segmentation and the generation of earthquakes in
the area.
[51] A combination of synthetic aperture radar and GPS
measurements indicates that the Cholame and Parkﬁeld seg-
ments formed a continuous domain of high coupling for at
least 20 years before the 2004 Mw 6 earthquake, consistent
with previous analyses. However, the Parkﬁeld Mw 6 earth-
quakes propagating southward terminated 20 km to the south
into the locked zone without propagating into the Cholame
segment. Additionally, the latest Mw 6 earthquake of 2004
initiated close to where previous events arrested, indicating
a dramatic change in fault properties in this area.
[52] Analysis of geodetic data in the early stage of the
interseismic period—after 2006, 2 years after the latest
Parkﬁeld earthquake—shows that the area of most coseis-
mic slip during the 2004 rupture is now locked, singles out
a large domain of low coupling south of the Parkﬁeld seg-
ment, consistent with the presence of an obstacle between
the Cholame and Parkﬁeld segments, and demonstrates a
pronounced segmentation of the San Andreas Fault into two
separate domains at this latitude. The strong variations of
velocity during the interseismic period is surprising and may
be the result of a form of enhanced hardening during the
interseismic period or perhaps more simply caused by the
locked Cholame segment farther to the south.
[53] These observations indicate that the Parkﬁeld
seismogenic zone may be formed by a single area of
velocity-weakening friction—with small enough critical
nucleation size—surrounded north and south by fault estate
with velocity-strengthening friction. This also implies that
the stable distribution of microseismicity at Parkﬁeld forms a
marker for the transition of friction properties from weaken-
ing to strengthening. If this scenario holds in other regions,
analysis of microseismicity in combination to geodesy may
offer a great tool to map lateral variations of fault properties
in active tectonic areas.
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